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Integrated Optimization of Dynamic Feature 
Parameters for Hidden Markov Modeling of Speech 

Li Deng, Senior Member, IEEE 

Abstract-Construction of dynamic (delta) features of speech, 
which has been in the past confined to only the preprocessing 
domain in the hidden Markov modeling (HMM) framework, is 
generalized and formulated as an integrated speech modeling 
problem. This generalization allows us to utilize state-dependent 
weights to transform static speech features into dynamic ones. 
In this letter, we describe a rigorous theoretical hmework 
that naturally incorporates the generalized dynamic-parameter 
technique and present a maximum-likelihood-based algorithm for 
integrated optimization of the conventional HMM parameters 
and of the time-varying weighting functions that define the 
dynamic features of speech. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
NE MAJOR advance during the past decade in automatic 0 speech recognition, which has been driven mainly by 

the hidden Markov model (HMM)-based technology, is the 
introduction of the “dynamic” feature parameters of speech. 
These dynamic or delta features have been obtained simply 
by taking the differences of or taking other experimentally 
chosen Combinations of the “static” feature parameters (e.g., 
cepstral coefficients) over an empirically determined, fixed 
time span. The earliest reports on the use of this dynamic- 
parameter technique appear to be those of [8] and [9] in 
the mid 1980’s. Since then, the success of the technique 
has been consistently reported in all major automatic speech 
recognfition laboratories (e.g., [ll,  [31-[61, [101-[131). 

Despite the apparent success of the dynamic-parameter 
technique, its theoretical justification has been weak. In fact, 
without additional assumptions, use of the dynamic features, 
in conjunction of the static features that themselves already 
formed sufficient statistics, creates theoretical inconsistency in 
the ensuing HMM modeling framework. Further, due to the 
lack of theoretical guidance, the dynamic-parameter technique 
employed to date relies solely on heuristic choices of the 
ways in which the static features are combined in forming 
the dynamic features. In all the previous speech modeling 
and recognition works known to the author, derivation of 
the dynamic features has been confined strictly to the speech 
preprocessing domain that has been completely divorced from 
the speech modeling issue. 

The purpose of this letter is to develop a generalized HMM 
theory in which use of dynamic features of speech, which is 
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traditionally treated as a narrow signal processing problem, 
is now automatically integrated as a natural subcomponent of 
the overall speech-modeling strategy. In particular, the the- 
ory generalizes the currently widely used dynamic-parameter 
technique in two significant aspects. First, it provides a new 
formulation of the HMM, which contains state-dependent 
weighting functions that are responsible for transforming static 
speech features into the dynamic ones in a time-varying 
manner; in contrast, in the conventional HMM, such weighting 
is prefixed (once and for all) and is totally independent of the 
modeling issue. Second, central to our new formulation of the 
HMM to be described below is a novel maximum-likelihood 
method that jointly optimizes the dynamic-feature weighting 
functions and the remaining conventional HMM parameters. 

II. THE MODEL 
The new formulation of the HMM described in this letter 

accepts only the static features of speech (sufficient statistics); 
the dynamic features are automatically assimilated into the 
modeling process with the weighting functions incorporated 
as a set of trainable intrinsic parameters of the model. 

Denote by XF = (XI, XZ, . . . , XT) the vector (dimen- 
sionality D) sequence of static speech features of duration 
T (in unit of frame). The dynamic feature Yt at each frame 
t , t  = B + l ,B  + 2, . . - ,T - F is defined in the model as 
a linear combination of the static features spanning over the 
temporal interval F frame forward and B frame backward 

F 

Yt = 2 w,(i)Xt+, 
m=-B 

where wm(i)  is the scalar’ weighting coefficient, which is 
defined for generality as a function of the HMM state i. 

The remaining parameters of the proposed model are similar 
to the parameters of the conventional Gaussian2 HMM (e.g., 
[14]). These parameters are the following: 

1) the transition probabilities ai j ,  i, j = 1,2,. + , N of the 
N-state homogeneous Markov chain 

2) &(i) of size D x D for dynamic features 
3) the state-dependent Gaussian mean vectors Oy(i). 

‘The more general case for vector-valued weighting coefficients can be 
treated similarly. 

*The model formulation and the parameter learning methods discussed in 
this letter can be straightforwardly extended to the mixture HMM version of 
the proposed model. 
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For the maximum-likelihood approach to the problem of 
parameter learning for the model outlined above, it is necessary 
to provide constraints to the parameters wm(i) defined in 
(1). This necessity arises from the fact that infinitely high 
likelihood can be achieved by uniformly setting wm(i)  = 0 
without discriminability among different speech c la~ses .~  In 
this letter, we explore two types of constraints. The Type-I 
constraint is of the linear form 

P 

wm(i) = c 
m=-B 

where C # 0 is a model-specific constant, serving the role of 
eliminating the possibility that all wm(i) are set to zero. The 
w-II constraint is of the nonlinear form 

F 

wL( i )  = C’ (3) 
m=-B 

Although the Type-I1 constraint complicates the parameter 
learning algorithm (see Section III), it embraces the con- 
ventional delta-parameter techniques as special cases in an 
elegant way: The first-order delta-parameter setup becomes a 
degenerative instance of the above model where C’ = 2 and 
20, = +1, -1,  the delta-delta-parameter setup is an instance 
of the model where C’ = 6 and w, = +1, - 2 ,  + 1 ,  and so on. 

HI. JOINT OFTMEATION OF CONVENTIONAL Hh4h’f 
PARAMETERS AND OF WEIGHTS DEFINING DYNAMIC FEATURES 
We have developed closed-form solutions for jointly es- 

timating the state-dependent weighting coefficients defining 
dynamic features and the remaining HMM parameters based 
on the EM algorithm. The estimates are obtained through 
an iterative procedure, where each iteration consists of an 
E step and an M step. The E step involves evaluation and 
simplification of the conditional expectation4 

Q(@l@o) = E [ l o g W ? , S l @ ) I X T ,  a01 (4) 

where @ and @ O  stand for the models in the current and the 
previous iteration, respectively. 

The Q function in (4) can be rewritten in terms of the 
expectation over state sequences S in the form of a weighted 
sum 

& ( @ P o )  = P(S lXT,  Qo) logP(Y?, SI@). ( 5 )  

Through a set of well-established procedures5 in the E step, 

S 

we simplify (5) into 
N N T-I 

i=l t=l 

3We note that use of discriminative types of parameter learning could 

4The expectation is taken over the “hidden” state sequence S. 
51nterested readers are referred to a paper by the author [7] for detailed 

e l i a t e  the need for the constraints. 

exposition. 

1 
2 

{ -; log(27r) - -log ICy( i ) l  

1 
2 

- - [ (y ,  - e y ( i ) ) T T q 2 ( i ) ( y ,  - e&))] 

Re-estimates of the model parameters are obtained in the 
M step by maximization of (6) with respect to all model 
parameters. Re-estimation formulas for the transition proba- 
bilities and for the covariance matrices are similar to those 
for the conventional HMM and are not dealt with here. In this 
letter, we describe the re-estimation formulas for the weighting 
coefficients and for the Gaussian means. 

After substituting (1) into (6) and removing optimization- 
independent terms and factors in (6), an equivalent objective 
function can be written as 

/ F  \ l  
(7) 

where T t ( i )  = P(st  = i ( X T , @ o ) ,  which can be computed 
efficiently by the use of the standard forward-backward recur- 
sions [2]. The re-estimation formulas can then be established 
by solving a system of equations obtained by setting partial 
derivatives of QO with respect to each of the parameters to 
zero subject to the constraint expressed in either (2) or (3). 

A. Solution for Constraint Type-I 

incorporating the Type-I constraint (2) is 
Based on Lagrange multiplier method, the objective function 

/ F  \ l  

N / F  \ 

In this case, the system of equations from 

i =  l , . . - , N ;  m =  -B , -B+l , . . - ,O , . . . ,F  

is linear. The re-estimates of e y ( i )  and wm(i) ,  as the solution 
of the above linear system, can be put into matrix form 
(omitting state label i for clarity). This is shown at the bottom 
of this page, where 

T 

~ ( m ,  1 )  = T t ( i ) X ~ ~ ~ ~ l ( i ) X t + m ,  
t=l  
T 

t= l  
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T P  with m,Z = -B ,..., F, and 
T 

T 
R ( q m )  = c rt(i) [c , ' ( i )x t+m]  ( d )  

t=l 

are the dth components of the respective vectors, with d = 
l , . . - , D ,  and m = -B , . . . ,F .  

B.  Solution for Constraint Type-It 

(3 )  has the form 
The objective function incorporating the Type-I1 constraint 

N / F  \ 

i=l  m=-B 
(9) 

Setting the derivatives of (9) with respect to wl (i) , Xi, and 
&(i) to zero, we establish the following set of nonlinear 
system of equations: 

m=-B 

with 1 = - B , - . - , F  and i = l , . . . , N  . Strict application of 
the EM algorithm [2] would require solution of the above 
nonlinear system for w~(i) and &(i) simultaneously. In our 
current implementation, to simplify the numerical solution, we 
invoke the generalized EM algorithm [15], which states that 
the M-step (global maximization) in the EM algorithm can be 
replaced by partial maximization where a subset of parameters 
are fixed at the values set by the previous EM iteration while 
optimizing the remaining parameters. The procedure we adopt 
is to solve a simpler nonlinear system defined by (10) and 
(11) only for wl(i) (and Xi)  first while fixing 6'y(i) and then 
using the obtained result to compute &(i) according to (12) 
separately. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
In this letter, we developed a rigorous theoretical framework 

that allows optimal construction of dynamic features of speech 
for potential use in Hh4M-based speech recognition. The con- 
ventional technique exploring the dynamic features, although 
highly successful, nevertheless lacks theoretical justification 
and hence can only rely on empirical evidence for selecting 
weights to convert static features to dynamic ones. 

The main contribution of this study is its creation of a 
first paradigm (to the best knowledge of the author) in the 
modem speech recognition literature, where the parameters 
that belong traditionally to the preprocessing domain can be 
learned, jointly with those pertaining to the ensuing speech 

0 1 
1 U(-B,-B 

1 U(0, -B)  

0 P ( l ) ( - B )  

1 

1 
1 U ( F , - B )  

0 

... 1 ... 
... U(-B,O) e . .  

... U(F,O) . . .  
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models based on the theoretical principle rather than on the 
heuristic ground. In particular, applying this joint-optimization 
paradigm to the construction of the dynamic speech features 
from the static ones, we generalize the conventional dynamic- 
parameter technique in a principled way. To see this, let us first 
relax the state-dependent assumption for the weights w, ( 2 )  in 
our model with constraint Qpe II. Now, if we arbitrarily (as 
opposed to using the optimization method described in this 
paper) set w-1 = -1,wo = l(B = 1, F = 0,C’ = 2), then 
our model reduces to use of delta features in the conventional 
HMM. Similarly, setting w-1 = 1,wo = -2,wl = 1(B = 
1, F = 1, C’ = 6) gives rise to delta delta features, setting 

2, F = 2, C’ = 70) gives rise to fourth-order delta features, 
and so on. In view of the prevailing success of the conventional 
heuristics-driven dynamic-parameter technique in the past for 
speech recognition applications, it is not difficult to see po- 
tentially vast practical significance of the theory developed in 
this study. 

W-2 = 1,w-l = -4,wo = 6 ,wl  = -4,w2 = l(B = 
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